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CHHMA 
 

TRADE SHOW SURVEY RESULTS REPORT 
Survey conducted from March 8-19, 2021 

 
Results based on responses from 57 vendors (manufacturers & sales agencies) 
from the Canadian Hardware & Housewares Industry. 
 
 
Q1 Which virtual trade/dealer shows has your company participated in over the past 12 
months? 
 
 % of Total Responses 
Home Hardware 76.8% 
Lowe’s Canada (RONA) 41.1% 
Orgill 30.4% 
TIMBER MART 26.8% 
BMR 23.2% 
Federated Co-op Limited 14.3% 
Ace Canada   8.9% 
Ace Hardware USA   7.1%  
The National Hardware Show   7.1% 
None   5.4% 
  
Other responses mentioned under 5%: 
 
Access Moore, All Pro, British Decorating Show, Canpro, Castle, CGA Gift Show, CIPH West, 
CMPX, Do It Best, Eddi’s Garden Wholesale, FIHOQ, Lancaster, LMC, Novexco, Sherwin 
Williams, Staples, Toolway, True Value & World of Concrete  
 
 
Q2 Which virtual trade/dealer shows over the past 12 months has your company found to 
be a worthwhile experience and why? 
  
*Just more than half of respondents found no virtual trade/dealer show they participated in to be a 
worthwhile experience 
 
 % of Total Responses 
None *51.8% 
Home Hardware  17.9% 
TIMBER MART  12.5% 
Orgill  10.7% 
All    8.9% 
Lowe’s Canada (RONA)    5.4% 

 
Other responses mentioned under 5%: 
 
Ace Hardware, All Pro, BMR, Eddi’s Garden Wholesale, Federated Co-op Limited and The 
National Hardware Show. 
 
Comments: 
 
- Cannot say it has been value to attend 
- None of the shows have generated sales equal to in-person shows 
- Little interaction with the dealers  
- The experience isn’t worth it as practically no dealers chat with us. 
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- No ability to engage with customers 
- Very little interaction from potential customers 
- Big gap in regards to personal interaction 
- Poor user acceptance 
 
- All in varying ways 
- All had some positives 
- All as we have been restricted to do much else 
- All were worthwhile as they support the DC and orders that come from the show were just as 
good as in-person trade shows 
- We participate to support our customer 
- As long as [dealers] buy the specials and we get the orders, that’s what really matters 
- Virtual shows draw attendees who otherwise would not have attended in person due to travel 
costs/inconvenience 
 
- Home Hardware had the best attendance and organization 
- Home Hardware seemed to have more dealer interaction 
- Home Hardware was effective for lead generation 
 
- Home Hardware & TIMBER MART as we received better than expected orders 
- Home Hardware & TIMBER MART allowed you to see customers in your booth and to 
contact/interact with them 
 
- TIMBER MART because we got good booth visit results 
- TIMBER MART because of participation of the dealers 
- For TIMBER MART we had a lot more interaction with the members  
- The most complete experience was with the TIMBER MART virtual show.  We appreciated the 
chat rooms, the possibility to make appointments and the detailed reports with data on our booth 
we got every day 
 
- Lowe’s Canada (RONA) was low maintenance, relatively low cost and a better return 
 
- Lowe’s Canada (RONA) and BMR shows did not require [full-time] attendance   
 
- Lowe’s Canada (RONA) and Orgill because we did not have to stay in front of our computers 
and meeting requests came by text or email 
 
- Orgill as there was a spike in orders after the show 
 
- Eddi’s Garden Wholesale because you actually wrote orders and had dialogue with customers 
 
- U.S. two-step retailers only due to store participation 
 
 
Q3 What were the issues with virtual trade/dealer shows where you had a negative 
experience?  Be as specific as you can.  
 
Comments: % of Total Responses 
Low booth visits/poor attendance  57.1% 
Lack of interaction/engagement with dealers/customers 39.3% 
Not effective use of time & resources/poor ROI 19.6% 
Difficult booth set-up/short time-frame to set up booth 17.9% 
Low order volume/show orders 10.7% 
Not effective in showcasing products/customers can’t touch & feel product   8.9% 
High costs/too expensive   7.1% 
Booth visit/dealer info tracking ability and data poor   7.1% 
Show hours too long/too many days   5.4%  
Booth security/competitors being able to access your booth and information   5.4% 
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Other responses mentioned under 5%: 
 
- Too many booths/difficult to navigate show 
- Pre-show communication was poor leading to inconsistent booth traffic 
 
 
Q4 Are there any virtual trade/dealer shows that you participated in 2020 that you did not 
or will not be participating in during 2021? 
 
*Despite problems with virtual shows last year, just over 60% of respondents continue to 
participate in the shows this year to display support for their customers (seen as a cost of doing 
business) plus a hope that the functionality of virtual shows will improve 
 
**Approximately 1 in 3 vendors responded that they would not participate in at least one show this 
year that they had participated in last year 
 
 % of Total Responses 
No *  61.6% 
Yes ** 32.7% 
Not sure      5.7% 
 
 
Q5 How can virtual trade/dealer shows be improved? 
  
 % of Total Responses 
No answer/Not sure/Don’t believe they can 33.9% 
Yes 66.1% 
 
 
Comments: % of “Yes” 

Responses 
Improve interaction with dealers/customers through video chat/presentations 24.3% 
Improve notification/identity of visitors to your booth plus tracking metrics/info on 
dealer visits to booth 

21.6% 

Increase dealer participation/booth visits 18.9% 
Reduce participation costs 13.5% 
Incorporate easier to use trade show software/platform 13.5% 
Eliminate need to have a live person in your booth during all show hours 10.8% 
Reduce length/days of the show/2 to 3 days max   8.1% 
   
Other responses mentioned under 5%:  
  
- Decrease size of show/condense by categories  
- Have dealers/customers book meeting times  
- Add platform to better showcase new/innovative products  
- Require a booth conversation for dealer/customer to receive specials  
- Offer more incentives for dealers to place orders  
- Prevent other vendors from being able to enter your booth  
- Fund booth cost based on percent of sales made during the show  
- Offer ability to create virtual booths that look more like your company versus cookie 
cutter booths 

 

- Extend times of the show  
 
 
Q6 Do you think virtual trade/dealer shows have a use in the future? 
  
 % of Total Responses 
Yes *58.9% 
No  30.4% 
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Not sure  10.7% 
 
*Similar to question #4, close to 60% of respondents, despite the array of problems with current 
virtual shows, see a future use for virtual shows or at least the software platforms.  
 
Comments: % of “Yes” 

Responses 
Not to replace current in-person shows but maybe as an addition to allow more in-
store staff to attend virtually/it’s a good option for those who can’t travel 

27.3% 

More for training, sales meetings & new product launches – less for trade shows 12.1% 
Reduces retailer costs to hold show/reduces vendors costs in travel & accommodation 12.1% 
For those who conduct two shows a year, one could be in-person and one virtual   9.1% 
  
Other responses mentioned under 5%:  
  
- But customer engagement/interaction needs to improve  
- Future use will depend on increased ease of set-up and participation  
- Especially for out of country shows  
- Valuable and effective medium to reach a wide variety of customers, just need to 
work out some kinks/shortcomings 

 

- With better technology/holographic capabilities and improved ordering systems  
 
 
Q7 Are you planning on exhibiting in or walking The National Hardware Show in Las 
Vegas, October 21-23, 2021? 
  
 % of Total Responses 
Walking 14.3% 
Exhibiting   7.1% 
Not attending 39.3%  
Not sure yet 39.3% 
 
 
Q8 What industry or educational topics would you like to see as part of the seminar series 
offered at the National Hardware Show? 
  
 % of Total Responses 
No response 67.9% 
Provided a suggestion 32.1% 
 
 
The most popular suggestions mentioned included: 
 
- How to set up for selling online/success and failures of online selling/e-commerce 
- Digital marketing  
- New trends in the market 
- How to get more out of attending a virtual trade show/how to sell more in a virtual trade show 
 
Other suggestions mentioned: 
 
- Connected products 
- The future of distribution 
- How to deal with significant raw material and transportation cost increases/supply chain delays 
- More information on navigating through the pandemic/what services are out there to help retailers 
and vendors 
- Discuss the partnership between customers & suppliers/how to deal with incessant customer 
demands for more and more discounts 
- The impacts of local manufacturing for a country’s economy 
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Q9 If not attending this year’s National Hardware Show in Las Vegas, why? 
  
 % of Total Responses 
No response 25.0% 
Provided a reason 75.0% 
 
 
Reasons mentioned: % of  Reasons 

Provided 
  
Concern over COVID-19 pandemic/success of vaccinations 38.1% 
Travel restrictions (government or corporate) 35.7% 
We have attended before and not found it is not worth the investment 14.3% 
Our business is focused on the housewares industry/not a typical show I attend 11.9% 
  
Other reasons mentioned under 5%:  
  
- Told to keep travel costs down this year  
- Depends on the number of exhibitors and attendees  
- Too busy  
- The companies we represent are not exhibiting  
- Our company is in seasonal products and that time of year is not conducive for 
new product launches 

 

 
 
Q10 Are you planning on exhibiting in or attending in person any other trade shows during 
2021 or the first quarter of 2022?  
 
 % of Total 

Responses 
No 42.2% 
Not sure yet 26.7% 
Home Hardware (Fall or Spring) 24.4% 
Fall/Spring dealer shows 13.3% 
KBIS    6.7% 
National Hardware Show   6.7% 
Kent   6.7% 
Lowe’s Canada (RONA)   6.7% 
Orgill (Fall or Spring)   6.7% 
TIMBER MART   6.7% 
WRLA   6.7% 
 
Other responses mentioned under 5%: 
 
Ace Canada, BMR, British Decorating Show, Canadian Tire, Lancaster and The Inspired Home 
Show 2022. 
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